Ryan Kelley Paul Headshots
Born in union, New Jersey on the same day as Lucille Ball and Andy Warhol. Not the same year.
Son to Jack and Edna. My love for actors, photography art and beauty began when I was just a
boy, enraptured by the captivating images of television and film. I believe this industry and
everything it encompasses has had a profound impact on me and the world, Thus upon landing in
Los Angeles, I began my journey and life's work. I have been shooting actors for the last 24
years. I have seen the rise of many careers, and it brings me great joy to be a spoke in the wheel
of a tremendous dream. I've shot Amy Adams, Kristen Bell, Angie Harmon, Peter Facinelli, Jim
Caviezal, Taraji P. Henson, and upwards of twelve thousand passionate, fascinating, richly
textured actors between Los Angeles and New York. What I like to bring to the table is my
exacting eye and experience in knowing what shot will capture the best you.
He's Still Paul, still has the same integrity and great taste!
Now, his work actually sets us apart from the rest. So many newbie's are having a friend or their
mom their headshot with a great digital camera. Or just going cheap. And they look cheap, like
they don't care. When you have quality and a picture that speaks to you, you stand out. I got my
first agent with pics from Paul and I will always choose Paul, until I don't need a headshot
anymore lol.
Then I'll just come visit. He's the real deal!
RC, Los Angeles

Clients
Amsel Eisenstadt and Frazier
ABA
APA
Abrams

Pricing
All packages include hair and make up done by Paul ($150 value!), and unlimited digital images.
$ 400
Short session 2 looks
$ 500
Basic session 3 looks
$ 600
Serious session 4 looks
$ 700
Really serious session 5 looks
$ 800
Luxurious session (We order lunch at this point) 7 looks
$2500
Branding session 7 looks - includes a 2 hour image consulting session and a day of shopping
Add $75 per look after 7 looks ie 8 looks= $875
All sessions include an on-line session for 30 days, renewable after that for $10.00
Additional CD's are $25.00

THINGS PAUL SAYS
"Your head shot is the key to opening the door to your dreams."
"If the question is where do I fit in? The answer is: combine your dreams with reality.
could you really see youself hanging with Leighton Meester, and Penn Badgely, or Jim Caviezel
and Angie Harmon: Then let's get that look and feel in your photo. The actor's journey is figuring
out who they are and how they fit in. the challenge is to fit in with the rest of the cast but to still
stand out as an original."

Headshots

For more information please visit
http://www.paulgregoryphotography.com

